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Today’s session is directed primarily to the issue of Infrastructures for the High Energy
physics program. 

This is perceived as a most important question in view of the upcoming upgrade 
of the European Strategy for Particle Physics by C.E.R.N.

Bruno Moor as representative of the Swiss Government reminded us that Switzerland, as 
a host state, has a great interest in the future of CERN, and the Swiss institute for Particle
Physics (CHIPP, i.e. us) has an important role to play.    

Before we enter this discussion it is fit to recall the large non accelerator infrastructure 
projects that have been discussed in this meeting 

(I apologize for omissions or errors, I will be happy to be corrected)



Neutrinos (Pillar) 
-- long baseline projects (funding ETH,UNI,
2010-?  T2K and upgrade (hope significant results by 2025 on CPV and Mass hierarchy)
2026-?   DUNE and HyperK
-- neutrinoless double beta decay
-- Searches for RH/sterile/HNL neutrinos and other Dark Sector candidates

-- NA62/64, SHIP (part of CERN proess)
-- Searches at B-factory, LHC, Z,H Factory (part of high energy collider program)

link between the pillars (colliders have contributed a lot to neutrino physics!)

Comments
DUNE and HyperK : 

SERI(2015) has earmarked a sum of ~9 MCHF for the  Long Baseline program at Fermilab

CHIPP  “Given the physics potential of HyperK, the CHIPP considers that it 
is premature  to close the possibility of contributing to HyperK at this moment. 

CHIPP recommends (in 2016) to keep about 1/3 of the funds 
for the future discussion which should take place in two years”. 

Conditions to fullfill
-- HyperK approved
-- strong interest by AB’ successor (F. Sanchez)
-- discussion and support by the community

Neutrino community
to discuss among
themselves



Approval Status: 
-- T2K is running and progressing towards CPV observation. 
-- T2K- NDupgrade is approved,  under prototyping and funding requests, CERN participation.
-- DUNE is approved , construction started, large prototyping campain at CERN

-- part of funding secured, rest being seeked energetically (1.5-2 B$)
-- HyperK is proposed in priority to Japan Government for signature (but not signed yet) 

proto legal entity at UNI Tokyo    (0.5 B$ from Japan +20% foreign)

comment the two experiments are complementary: each benefits from the existence of the other
some specificities (ex: HyperK for proton decay and astrophysical neutrinos)

CHIPP board Oct. 2016



summer 2017: 
DUNE construction started!
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JUNO

search for proton decay

NB JUNO starts in 2021



Neutrino–less double beta decay

 tests the existence of a 
Majorana mass term in the
neutrino mass generation

UZH contributions 

Funding through SNF



Dark Matter Searches

Switzerland groups mainly on WIMPS, both at colliders and in low noise experiments

Xenon, ArDM





DARWIN is listed in SERI 2015 and in the  APPEC road map. 



Multi messengers astroparticle physics

neutrinos
ICECUBE  High energy sources (also atmo neutrino)

Gamma Rays
Magic (pioneer in Switzerland)
CTA  the large Swiss common project from CHIPP 

-- creation of a new laboratory as European organization

Gravitational Waves
no experimental program within CHIPP
but of course great interest in neutrino+gamma ray+ GW correlations! 





Two new «labs»!



A new laboratory, for now largely administration and legal processes. 











Funding for Space projects (Xin Wu)

The Swiss funding of current projects: 
AMS: SNSF 
DAMPE: CAS (Chinese Academy of Sciences) and SNSF 
POLAR: SSO (Swiss Space Office) and SNSF 

SNSF typically covers R&D and data analysis through project funding. 
SSO and CAS covered the payload construction: 
3.7 M Frs for POLAR (SSO) and 5.1 M Frs for DAMPE (CAS). 
The M&O fee for AMS is 18k Frs per year, which I plan to apply to FLARE. 
DAMPE has no M&O fee for the moment. 

The SNSF project funding is not sufficient for R&D and pre-production of larger space 
astroparticle project like HERD. So we need some support for HERD through 
"infrastructure" (FLARE) funding,  
before we get payload construction funding from SSO. 



High Energy Research Infrastructure 

We are very lucky in Europe to have an Organization for Nuclear Research (C.E.R.N.) 
«Conseil Européen pour la recherche Nucléaire» 
which has one (and only one) Laboratory called ‘CERN’. 

The governing body is the C.E.R.N. council, the decisions andplans proposed by the 
director general must be endorsed by Council.  

CERN has enjoyed remarkably stable funding, thanks to its successful program, the 
great service it provides to users, and the broad basis of member states. 
Also it has had a steady policy to invest at regular intervals in large infrastructures 
and  using them to the best. *

The «strategy process» was decided by R. Aymar (then DG, previously ITER director)
to formalize the committment of Council to a 5 years plan, and stabilizes further
the resources (and the lab orientations). 

Switzerland as a host state (with France) plays a special role. 
It has also a huge return for the presence of CERN  on its territory

The 2013 strategy recommended the HL-LHC and that CERN comes back with an 
“ambitious post-LHC accelerator project”  

what will that be?
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Did these people know that we would be running HL-LHC in that tunnel >60 years later?

Where the LHC comes from:


